


Loo Niva Introduction
In 1994, a group of young school students

started a children's library in their home village

of Khokana, Lalitpur. That gave birth to Loo

Niva that has emerged over the years as social

organization promoting the rights of the child

in Nepal. Loo Niva works in the best interest of

children's holistic development and community

mobilization through a systematic process of

empowerment and awareness raising. First and

foremost, it is committed to building an optimal

and healthy society for children and youth,

and preventing the exploitation and

marginalization of underprivileged children.

Loo Niva works to create a link between

children, youth, and community and

government agencies built on the children's

rights - based approach. This approach consists

of: i) empowerment of rights-holders (Children

and Youths); ii) sensitization and strengthening

of duty-bearers (the state, community); and,

iii) advocating for child friendly policies and

practices, especially on right to education.

Vision: A nation where every child and young

person enjoy their rights in a supportive and

responsive environment.

Mission Statement: Loo Niva works for right

to meaningful education to improve the

situation of youth and chi ldren, the

environment and health through conducting

research, influencing policy development,

advocacy,  network ing,  communi ty

empowerment and service delivery together

with children and young people.

Goal: To ensure that all children and young

people of Nepal enjoy the right to meaningful

educationthat contr ibutesto a safer

environment, better health, peace and socio-

economic progress. Published by:
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It has been almost 17 years that Loo Niva Child Concern

Group was established to ensure Children's Right and Right

to Education. This year too, I am pleased to present you

with the Annual Report 2014 of Loo Niva.We have been

able to contribute for strengthening the child rights and

improving education for the children.

The report shows substantial  progress in the

accomplishment and achievements though it also confirms

that there is still much work to be done and need for new

ways of working. Loo Niva strategically adopted a rights

approach in 2014 for the right to education of the children.

The parents, teachers, youths and communities were

involved fully in the initiatives. Aligning with the government's

plan to reach the Millennium Development Goal of

achieving basic education for all, we focused on fostering

and strengthening partnership with government bodies,

civil societies, and development sector partners. It

continues to provide support for betterment of education

services in public schools. We are enhancing the quality

of education by training teachers, getting students to

participate in co-curricular activities, creating volunteering

opportunities for youths, offering community awareness,

life skills training, and providing education support to poor

and marginalized students. We have been able to raise

the bar of quality education in primary and secondary

schools. We implemented three major educational projects

Concern for Education (CFE) at Dadeldhura district of Far

west in Nepal, Education Governance(EG) at southern

Lalitpur of Nepal and Educational Support Program(ESP)

in urban VDCs of Lalitpur district. The two remarkable

national level seminars on Education Governance and

National consensus for Right to Education of Children in

Nepal were conducted with wider participation and key

note speakers from major political parties and educators.

Loo Niva would like to extend its sincere appreciation to

all its partners who joined hands with Loo Niva -financially

and technically in 2014 particularly INTERPEDIA RY Finland

and  Ministry for Foreign Affair's Finland as well as the

government authorities, community stakeholders,

development partners, networks, youth volunteers, and

well-wishers,  whose support remained remarkable in

accomplishing Loo Niva interventions successfully. Loo

Niva Nepal is very confident and hopeful that we will

receive your valuable support and solidarity in future as

well to fulfil our commitment to ensure Right to Education

of Children in Nepal.

Narendra Dangol

Executive Director

Message
from

Executive
Director



Loo Niva Programs and Projects for Year 2014

1. Education Support Program (ESP)
The program aims to keep the commitment for establishing the

right to education for children. Its focus is on children living in

difficulties, including child workers, and to ensure the opportunity

to enjoy their childhood through education and life skills. The

project covers 21 schools in the Lalitpur district. It was started

in 2005 in partnership with Interpedia, Finland. There are many

students that are also supported through education scholarships,

with various other project interventions outside Kathmandu

Valley.

The ESP Programme contributed to the continuation of educational

opportunities for 232 children, 70 of whom are higher secondary

school and college level students and 134 in school education. As

a part of the project to enhance the awareness level of parents on

importance of children's education, 80 parents were educated

through an Annual Gathering event, parents' interaction and home

visits. Training was provided for 18 teachers and they are utilising

their positive thinking skills for promoting education as a right for
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all children in their schools. 113 students were motivated through the

Career Counseling Seminar for SLC graduates, and students from

colleges. The project effectiveness has been increased with continuation

of exchanging greetings between children and their sponsors, and

increased number of home visits and having successful case stories.

In addition to this, celebration of ESP Graduation and the Annual

Gathering event where parents, children, teachers, community leaders

and stakeholders meet were significant events in communicating to

the government and community about the achievements of ESP in a

comprehensive manner.

One of the major achievements has been the transitory scholarship

approach. Some of the students who started college education have

voluntarily requested to leave education support further. They are now

able to support their education doing part time job. This has given

opportunity to other new needy school children to be enrolled in

SLC and High School graduates interacting in Career Counselling program.
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Children writing   greetings and letters to the sponsors.

Students performing street drama in Annual Gathering event.

education support. The 13 successful college graduates phased

out from the program and the program has achieved 50 college

graduates from the beginning of the program. The program

enrolled 25 new needy children this year and six children received

temporary support to prevent them from dropping out of school

due to the current difficulties. Four ESP children, who were at the

verge of dropping out, continued their studies with support from

regular home visits and counselling. As part of humanitarian

emergency relief assistance, two children, who had major health

problems, were provided emergency fund support. Individual

sponsors from Finland as well as 15 local sponsors from Nepal

have extended their generous sponsorship support to make all

these achievements possible. The various fundraising events and

campaigns were also organized for local sponsorship support.

However, there are challenges too. Two children dropped out of

school and seven children are still in danger of dropping out due

to various difficult circumstances that are beyond the project's

scope. There needs to be joint interventions for such challenges

and Loo Niva looks forward to more supporters and partnership

with other organizations.
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 Figure 1. Total number of supported children for the year 2014



The dawn of new hopes and dreams

Samria (name changed), girl enrolled in 10th grade, dreams of becoming

a good nurse and to serve people. She is quite good at school, loves

her family and friends, and believes in enjoying life and being happy.

However, just a few years back, her family was going through hardship

and was not in a position to even support her education and she was

thinking of leaving school. She was then enrolled in the education

support program of Loo Niva while in 7th grade. She says, "The support

has changed my direction in life and given me newfound confidence

and perspective". She adds, "I feel free and there is no economic burden

to my family for my education and related expenses. My family is hopeful

and is helping me with my education and now knows the importance

of educating girls."

" I have realised that just sending to school for education doesn't

fulfil the parents responsibility but there need support continuously

to children in many ways.  When one of my children was supported,

his sister, who had dropped out also showed interest to continue

with the school. We are sending both students to school now. I

see new hope with the education support programme and decided

to send children to school regularly.

- A parent of  an ESP child
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The overall objective of the project was to provide

brighter future prospects for children through

increased quality of education in the Dadeldhura

district of Far-West Nepal. The project aimed to

provide quality child-friendly education and access

to sufficient educational facilities for children from

Dadeldhura. The project spanned three years, starting

from January 2012 and lasting until December 2014,

as the first phase in selected four Village Development

Committees (VDCs) of Dadeldhura, namely Samaijee,

Mastmandu, Ganeshpur and Ajaymeru. The project

was implemented in 24 schools (13 primary, 6 lower

secondary, 1 secondary and 4 higher secondary public

schools). Loo Niva, through this project, positively

contributed in a complementary and supplementary

manner to the government school sector reform

program (SSRP) actively engaging the District

Education Office, Schools, VDCs, local SMCs, PTAs

and RCs.
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2. Concern For Education (CFE 2012-2014)
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With its continuous interventions and strong support for

childrens' rights in Lalitpur, advocacy at the national level

and scaling of its learning and experiences, have resulted

in consolidating Loo Niva as the leading agency for quality

education and social transformation in Dadeldhura. As a

key player initiating Education Network and meetings for

educational organizations in partnership with DEO, Loo

Niva strategically strengthened the local capacity of NGOs

and education stakeholders. There were joint interventions

for increasing quality education through Education

Network and created a platform for sharing lessons learned

and good practices. Loo Niva improved the quality of

teaching and learning in the classroom and developed more

transparent and accountable school governance and

management. The DEO has awarded Loo Niva for the

exemplary work in quality education on International

Literacy Day (Sept 8). Loo Niva has been actively engaged

in the national level network advocating for child-centric

and child-friendly education policies and plans, together

with policy makers and parliament members.
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The project reached out to 4,021 children (2,416 girls and 1,605

boys, including 600 dalit and 26 differently-abled) in 24 community

schools. The project directly trained, supported and worked with

28 child clubs (CCs) and 24 SMCs/PTAs of the project areas. The

project also sensitized 1,205 (221 male, 984 female) parents on

their children's right to education and its value for livelihood

improvement and reducing poverty. The project directly supported

the increase of net enrollment rate from 88% to 97% (target 99%)

and promotion rate rose from 80% to 87% (target 85%) in primary

grades. Similarly, dropout rate was reduced from 5% to 1% (target

2%) and attendance rate increased from 60% to 81% (target 30%

increment). The project supported five schools to fulfill minimum

enabling conditions for the Child Friendly School(CFS). DEO

Dadeldhura reviewed and updated the comprehensive 5-year District

Education Plan (DEP) till end of 2015. There is improved

management of educational bodies on VDC and district levels as

well as increased cooperation with the stakeholders.
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The trained School Management Committee and Parents Teachers Association are now regularly conducting meetings,

increasing parents' and community's contribution and support in schools, and performing teachers' monitoring

activities. The joint training of school visioning exercise for head teachers, the SMC and the PTA chairperson has

resulted in a clear School Improvement Plan (SIP) in all schools. Loo Niva has been able to decentralize and

bring changes at the grassroots level as the Village Education Committee is actively mobilized

and Village Education Plan are followed. It started social audit of the educational bodies

to improve education governance and lack of accountability in local

educational bodies. The trained grade one teachers are improving

classroom teaching and learning using the skills and

local materials in classroom. The trained

teachers themselves have taken

the initiatives for
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their own improvement and quality education in class with the grade teaching,

mobile meetings, remedial learning camps for children. It contributed on

increasing educational status as well as access to child friendly school education

through the effective and efficient approaches in the teaching, learning and

educational facilities. The trained youth volunteers community awareness classes

for the community is widely appreciated and there is huge active participation

of community members. Parents are becoming aware of the importance of

education and their role in promoting quality education. Loo Niva in partnership

with two local radio stations and DEO, the radio education program has become

very effective and popular. It is widely listened beyond the Dadeldhura district.

The Politics in schools of Nepal has been a serious concern and issue. So after

the study report on political parties' interferences in schools of Nepal "Politics

in Schools of Nepal" it conducted a National Seminar on Right to education.

Through this discussion and interaction, Loo Niva has got mandate for National

round table discussion with all political parties. It is in process of presenting the

memorandum on the same agenda in the constitution drafting committee. The

collective voice and commitment from political parties is essential to ensure the

right to Education. The consensus building between major political parties and

the stakeholders is most essential to achieve the common national goal on the

quality and equal education for children.
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Some key deliverables
Five toilets, five Drinking Water  schemes and 17 libraries (2 for RCs) installed and

operational.

The 37 out of school children were enrolled and continued education  in nearby schools.

1,300 academically weak children improved their learning through 30 remedial

classes/camps, and 300 school drop-outs and marginalized children continue their

schooling with scholarship support given out to 250 children.

SMCs and PTAs of 24 schools oriented and trained on their roles, responsibilities and

mandates working on to improve SIP, School as Zone of Peace (SZOP) and Child

Friendly School (CFS).

3,500 parents were sensitized though 110 community meetings on children's rights to

education and Child Friendly  school environment.

Child rights campaign benefiting directly to 2,600 children and 150 events were organized

by 28 child clubs with support.

Following the Training of Trainers to 30 RPs on CFS/ATL, 150 primary teachers were

trained on Active Teaching Learning, Grade Teaching, Child Friendly Schooling.

Organized national and district consultations among stakeholders on right to education

and School as Zone of Peace (SZOP).

11

The project faced some major challenges as well. Among them were

issues such as political intervention in the education system; bringing

out of school children into mainstream school education or alternative

flexible schooling as it needed deeper interventions; some teachers

lacking motivation; minimal resources and infrastructure in needed

schools even to meet the minimum enabling conditions for child

Friendly School; and lack of accountability in local educational bodies.



A Mobile Meeting Improves Quality of Teachers
Loo Niva has initiated monthly mobile meetings among primary teachers

of project schools in collaboration with DEO and RP. A Social Mobilizer

facilitates this meeting together with RP to learn from each other on

child-friendly approaches.The network of primary teachers has helped

teachers to update themselves and it has become a platform for them

to exchange teaching experiences and problems, finding solutions.

Almost all primary teachers of project schools have been participating

in mobile meetings and are applying in their  teaching learning process.

The popularity has resulted in the spreading the concept to other

neighboring villages and resource centres and they are starting their

own meetings in the area. The head teachers from the schools have

decided to have such meetings of their own as well.

One of the teachers says, "Sometime we are supported by experts

facilitation with new tools and techniques of classroom teaching,

preparing and using local materials."

One officer of DEO said, "We are rich in knowledge but poor in using

local materials for learning". Loo Niva conducts follow-ups and provides

hands-on support for teachers for classroom activities. It was found

that the teachers gain confidence and are energized by these meetings.

Whatever it is that the teachers learn in the meetings, they apply it

in the classroom. Head teachers and stakeholders recognize value

and usefulness of mobile meetings.
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3. Education Governance Project (EGP)
The overall development objective of the project is to contribute to achieving

enhanced right to education with improved governance and management

of education in Nepal. The specific objective of this project is to attain an

improved status of education and literacy in project locations due to the

efficient and effective education governance thought active engagement of

the community, local government and the participation of children.

The hard-to-reach group of children, such as in the project location of 3 VDC’s

which are listed as Disadvantaged Group (DAG) in District Development

mapping, namely Gimdi, Asrang and Thuladurlung of Lalitpur district, are

out of school. The dropout rate of the children is significantly higher and the

quality of education and school management is not satisfactory. The project

contributed to the effective and efficient management of school and education

governance, which has been seriously problematic, highly centralized and

lacking adequate local ownership.

The project was executed in collaboration with the Department of Education,

the Ministry of Federal and Local Governance, respective local governments

and the District Education Office. The project interventions and activities are

serving as advocacy tool for incorporation of education governance issue in

policy. The project has comprehensive target groups, who are responsible

for and key actors in changing the school and education environment.

12
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The National Education Governance Seminar raised the issue of good education

governance into discussion and introduced the need for development initiatives in Southern

Lalitpur. The stakeholders from VDC secretary, school principals, representatives of civil

society education network, government and non-governmental organizations, education

news reporters took part in the discussion. The nine Resource Persons from Lalitpur

DEO, 3 Social Mobilizers and 5 VDC staffs have been trained on the formation of Village

Education Committee (VEC) and formulation of Village Education Plan (VEP). The three

VEC have been formed and 7 Resource Centres were supported. The seven Resource

Centers have completed the VEP formulation process. The project supported school

principals and the VDC secretary on developing a local education mechanism and plan

(VEC and VEP) and incorporating children’s education issues into the processes. The VEC

is on its way of becoming functional and active. Some of the VDC presented their plan to

District Development Committee (DDC) and the funds have been released for the activities.

There were positive remarks from the government bodies’ authorities for initiating such

governance issues in education. This is the actual intervention done at the grassroots

level aiming to decentralise the education system. There is an enhanced engagement of

local governments in local education planning and interventions. The manual, handbook

and brochures were prepared to share the good practises and education governance on

the national level for District Education Committee VEC/DEC members. In addition to the

direct beneficiaries in the project locations, due to the national policy advocacy, capacity

building by sharing of resources and support services, coalition advocacy, the overall

school population in Nepal, the education system are benefitted.

13
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Child clubs (CC) were formed in all 14 schools and 3 community based child clubs

were established in the VDCs. 36 CC leaders were trained in life skills and in the

effective, functional child clubs. The trained students are sharing and implementing

the skills they have learned in the training in their respective child clubs and are

making the child club activities and campaigns more creative and effective. A children’s

magazine was also produced and distributed. The issue of the problems and challenges

caused by child marriage have been raised and interacted. Child marriage is one the

main challenges in Southern Lalitpur. The 35 school students were informed on effects

of child marriages and ways to aware the community and peers. The District Child

Welfare Board in Lalitpur and Loo Niva took the lead in jointly celebrating the National

Children’s Day this year as well in collaboration with GOs and NGOs working in the

Lalitpur district. 24 children from child clubs participated in a poem competition and

20 children, including 3 children who were selected from Far-West ,took part in the

Art Workshop-cum-competition. The twenty beautiful art creations that were made

were sent to the World Children's Art Exhibition, the 18th of Kanagawa Biennial, in

Japan. 50 students have been selected for the education support and they have been

provided the education materials as per their need. This has certainly helped to

prevent the students from dropping out and eased the stress related to the education

expenses of the parents. The head teachers state that education scholarship and

support is very useful and a beneficial activity for the keeping students in school.

School has been the active partner by making efforts to conduct and participate in

most activities and conducting social audits.
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District Project Advisory Committee (DPAC) was formed, meetings held and Social Audit of Loo Niva

was performed. The project advisory committee is a group of representatives from state agencies,

the community and children. Its role is to advise, review and support the efficient and effective

implementation of project. The DPAC members visited and monitored the project activities in Ashrang

and Gimdi VDCs. The local and district educational bodies are getting cooperative to work, sensitized

about the importance of transparency and being accountable to stakeholders and education in particular,

and assuming their responsible role for the implementation. The trained youth volunteers conducted

20 community awareness events on the importance of education, the role of the parents on contributing

to the quality of education, on child rights and most importantly, on good governance in the schools.

Loo Niva also produced and distributed a parental awareness brochure on the importance of education

in reducing poverty, and on inclusive education. The project has strengthened the capacity of Loo Niva,

children and community parents, youths as well as local education bodies to further carry out education

governance in a more rights-based and sustainable way. The child clubs, local Community Based

Organisations (CBOs) and youths have played key role with their active participation, conducting activities,

raising awareness and contributing significantly to the community and their peers. The project activities

were very much focused on building institutional capacity of education authorities, local governments,

school management committee, children’s clubs and parents’ organization. There is increased engagement

from parents, the community and children in educational planning and implementation. Loo Niva hired

space in an education magazine to produce three in-depth articles/features on school management,

education governance and inclusive education. The project also contributed to the annual National Media

Survey on School Education Problems and Good Practices in Nepal.
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Community Awareness Class changing Youths and Parents
Loo Niva trained youth volunteers conductied community awareness

classes educating the parents of the community on the importance of

inclusive education on reducing poverty, on parents’ role on improving

quality of education and school education promotion in project villages.

The community parents are aware of the roles of the educational bodies,

the School Management Committee, Head teachers and PTAs. A group

of active parents from VDC formed a group to regularly monitor the

school and to interact with head teachers. It’s helping to bring changes

in terms of accountability of the head teachers, school and governance

issues in education. After conduction of the awareness class in their

village, some of the trained youths are now more confident with their

social skills to interact and are inspired to be the change agents. They

say that it was really good to be a part of such good initiatives for the

village education. This has instilled in them a spirit of voluntary work

and purpose to contribute to the society. The community members view

these educated youth as responsible citizens now. Meera Jyami Magar,

a parent from Gimdee VDC says, "The awareness class was very

fruitful for me. I came to know about importance of education and

parents role for the betterment of the children’s education. I have started

and now know why I should visit the school, and interact with the

children and the teachers. I’ve also shared this with my neighbors and

we are ready to make everyone accountable. There is a need for more

such informative activities for us."

4.  Research Study, Information, Education and          
     Communication (IEC) Materials and Publications
To inform about the Loo Niva activities and initiatives, the Nepali language

Quarterly Loo Niva Bulletin (Loo Niva Darpan) and the bi-monthly Loo

Niva e-newsletter were published and distributed. The Bulletin also targets

the children and adolescents with news, useful information and their creative

writings and arts. The Loo Niva table calendar for 2015 was also made and

distributed to the stakeholders and partners.

The two issues of bi-annual children magazine, Loo Niva Baal Uddhyan, 500

copies of each issue, were published and distributed. The magazine is a

platform for children to get their opinions, creative arts and skills published.

The materials from their competitions in the child clubs, wall magazines,

the National Children’s Day celebration and comics are also included.

The 1000 copies of Nepali language brochure, prepared with the consultation

of experts, were published and distributed widely. The brochure addressed

issues such education and poverty reduction, education governance for

right to education, inclusive education and the role parents, children and

community members can play in improving education governance. The

new Loo Niva organizational brochure was published and distributed for

providing information of its activities.
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A documentary on the Concern for Education

Project was prepared to showcase the

contributions and achievements in educational

sector, especially over the three years of the

project duration in Dadeldhura. The documentary

covered the activities and their impact on outputs,

outcomes, progress and educational status as

well as interviews of stakeholders. It aims to

showcase the educational status and efforts made

in Dadeldhura and the need for further

interventions.

Loo Niva has made media monitoring action one

of its core actions on the advocacy on the right

to education. The report is shared widely as a

means of an advocacy tool. Loo Niva started media

monitoring on education in 2013 and has

published the study report. It continued its annual

National Media Survey on School Education

Problems and Good Practices in Nepal. The study

assessed 12 national dailies, including four English

language and eight Nepali language newspapers.

A study report on "Education in Media", which

aims to identify the state of the news reporting

related to school education in the daily

newspapers, will be published. Media

representatives acknowledging the outcomes of

this past study have committed to improving

education news reporting and education sector

experts have encouraged the initiative as keeping

education issues in the public eye.

Loo Niva improved its presence in social media

and websites and dealing with communications

providing the information. It strives to use these

media, develop a strategy and disseminate the

good practices through web media and social

media, like Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and other

types of advocacy related communications.

More than 20 news about Loo Niva, its activities

and achievements have been covered and

published in the print media ranging from

national dailies, educational pages and magazines

to Dadeldhura district local newspapers.
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5.  Human Resource and Organizational Development
Loo Niva strongly promotes and prioritizes the crosscutting issues of

Finnish Development Policy that includes gender equality, promotion of

human rights approach to development, inclusion of marginalized people

and society, complementing to government policies and to other Finnish

projects and improving the capacity of local service providers. The project

interventions have also enhanced capacity of Loo Niva with effective,

efficient project management and implementation.

The three newly appointed social mobilisers of the new project Education

Governance from South Lalitpur were welcomed and oriented towards

their tasks. They also participated in different capacity-building activities

along with the Central Office team. The staff received an orientation about

the details of the project, on Loo Niva policies, operation calendars and

annual plans, which were formulated and agreed upon among staff. The

division of responsibilities was done with consent of all staff members.

A small contact office room has been established for the social mobilisers

to meet in Gimdi VDC. A baseline survey has been carried out to collect

relevant data and indicators by the social mobilisers of the project.

The one day quarterly, three day biannual and four day annual review

and planning workshops were carried out with the participation of all

staff. The board members presence in the biannual and annual review

brought everyone together and provided the much-needed team spirit

for achieving the organizational vision and goal. As part of the capacity

development of staff, a session on Appreciative Inquiry, advocacy and

social movement were facilitated by the resource persons and experts in

the biannual and annual review workshops. There was also reflection of

CFE Final Project Evaluation Report by evaluator and some of the staff

members also facilitated sessions on different topics for organisational

development.

This year, 14 Loo Niva board and staff team members visited organizations

working in education in New Delhi from 11th to 15th November. The

team interacted and learned about the best practices of four Indian CSOs

namely National Campaign for Education-India, SARD, Pratham and Artha

Astha working in right to education and child rights. Data management,

activism, coordination of community and private sectors, Corporate Social

Responsibility (CSR), Research and Development; passion and enthusiasm

of activism were some of best practices that could be developed and

replicated in Loo Niva. The Loo Niva participants were highly inspired

and motivated by the visit. It was also the beginning of cooperation with

Indian CSOs for joint movements and interventions.

Loo Niva conducted the final evaluation of first phase of the three-year

project, Concern for Education 2012--2014. The external evaluator, Dr.

Bhola Dahal, evaluated the project conducted in four targeted VDCs of

Dadeldhura District.
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The senior management team

are members in different

national networks and in some

hold key positions in the

executive committees as well.

They contributed to and

participated in meetings of Social

Protection, National Campaign for

Education, Consortium Nepal and NGO Federation of Nepal,

increasing the coordination and cooperation in those networks.

Loo Niva took the lead for organizing different activities on National Children Day, in collaboration

different I/NGO and government bodies. Loo Niva-Nepal and National Campaign for Education-Nepal

jointly organized a seminar on National Consensus on ‘Right to Education for Children’ on the occasion

of 66th International Human Rights Day. Representatives of major political parties and members of

parliament were invited to the event as key speakers of the program and to work towards a commitment

for the national consensus on the right to education. Loo Niva chief advisor and ex-member of Human

Rights Alliance, Mr. Gauri Pradhan, acted as moderator in the interaction and discussion of seminar.

Loo Niva has been giving an opportunity and working together with youth volunteers for the development

and benefit of both parties. This year 17 intern students of social work completed their internship and

contributed new ideas and energy, and supported event activities. One Finnish volunteer also contributed

her knowledge and works.
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Loo Niva Child Concern Group
Khokana, Lalitpur

Income And Expenditure Statement
For the Period From 1st January, 2014 to 31 December, 2014

S.N.

B

1

2

3

4

5

C

1

2

3

4

5

E

ESP

2,339,312.00

17,315.00

-

27,089.00

-

2,383,716.00

1,305,310.00

780,450.00

150,779.00

-

-

2,236,539.00

147,177.00

CFE

10,985,438.00

-

-

67,600.00

-

11,053,038.00

7,686,084.00

3,718,857.00

1,243,504.00

-

-

12,648,445.00

(1,595,407.00)

EGP

5,761,066.00

-

-

33,466.00

-

5,794,532.00

2,703,400.00

1,940,927.00

755,120.00

-

-

5,399,447.00

395,085.00

Emergency Fund

-

-

-

25,041.00

-

25,041.00

20,000.00

-

-

-

-

20,000.00

5,041.00

Core

-

102,306.00

1,240,188.00

24,755.00

17,816.00

1,385,065.00

67,210.00

246,987.00

62,980.00

-

-

377,177.00

1,007,888.00

 Total After Adj Inter

Project. Amt.

19,085,816.00

119,621.00

1,240,188.00

177,951.00

17,816.00

20,641,392.00

11,782,004.00

6,687,221.00

2,212,383.00

-

-

20,681,608.00

(40,216.00)

Particulars

Income

Grant

Donation

Individual Contribution

Bank Interest

Other Income

Total

Expenditure

Program Expenses

Human Resource Cost

Administrative Expenses

Depreciation Expenses

Other Expenses

Total

Excess of Income

Over Expenditure
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Organizational Structure of Loo Niva

Program Team

Program Coordinators

Senior Program Officers

Program Officers

Social Mobilisers

Intern / Volunteers

Finance/

Administrator Team

Senior/ Finance Officer

IT Supporter

Office  Assistant

Intern / Volunteers

General

Assembly

Loo Niva Geographical Working Areas

Karyabinayak
(Municipality)

Lalitpur
(Sub Metropolitan city)

Godawari
(Municiplity)

Thecho
Chapagaun

KATHMANDU

LALITPUR

DADELDHURA

Setidevi

Ajaymeru
Samaijee
Mastamandu
Ganeshpur

Ashrang
Gimdee
Thuladurlung

NEPAL
Working Areas

Loo Niva Values for excellence :

A) Economic and Social Justice

B) Respect for Human Rights and Democracy

C) Gender equality

D) Peace and non – violence

E) Respect for Cultural Diversity and

F) Development with Equity

Geographical Coverage :

Rural areas of Dadeldhura (far-west), Lalitpur

and Kathmandu District.

Executive

 Board
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Executive

 Director
Advisors

Research,

Monitoring &

Evaluation

Team
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NGO Federation of Nepal (Vice Secretary )

National Alliance for Human Rights Nepal

(District Secretary of Lalitpur)

CONSORTIUM; Organization Working for Child Participation 

(Treasurer of National Steering Committee )

National Child Protection Alliance (NCPA) (Member)

National Campaign For Education (NCE)

Child Rights Information Network, UK (CRIN)

Peace Child International, UK

Social Protection Civil Society Network ( SPCSN)

Children as Zone of Peace (CZOP)

(National Steering Committee Member )

Membership in Networks and Organisations



CEMIS = Community Based Education 

Management System

CFE = Concern For Education

CC = Child Clubs

CFS = Child Friendly School

CP = Child Participation

DDC = District Development Committee

DEO = District Education Office

DOE = Department of Education

DEO = District Education Office

DPAC = District Program Advisory Board

ESP = Education Support Program

EGP = Education Governance Program

NGO = Non-Governmental Organization

PTA = Parent-Teacher Association

RP = Resource Person

RC = Resource Centre

SIP = School Improvement Plan

SS = School Supervisor

SMC = School Management Committee

SLC =  School Leaving Certificate

SM = Social Mobiliser

SSRP = School Sector Reform Program

SZOP = School as Zone of Peace

VDC = Village Development Committee

VEC = Village Education Committee

Abbreviation and Acronyms.



Sainbu-1, Lalitpur, Nepal  G.P.O 8975, EPC 2127, Kathmandu

Phone: 977-01-5592054/5591426, Fax: 977-01-5591329

Email: info@loonivachild.org.np

https://www.facebook.com/loonivachild

Loo Niva Child Concern Group


